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Red Orchestra 2 also features a unique splitting system, in which
certain weapons, gear and other items which block line of sight when

in use can be pulled out of their holsters. When this happens, the
player is no longer in line of sight of any enemy targets. However,

when the holsters are returned to their correct positions, the player is
once again in a position to fire. In addition to this, players can attach

each individual weapon or piece of equipment to a different
backpack, allowing for great flexibility. Each backpack has three slots

for each item and can hold up to four different items at one time,
making it possible to carry more than four pieces of equipment when
using a four-player split (two in front, two in back), eight when using a
six-player split (three in front, three in back) or the maximum number

in a split of 12 players. Additionally, in some situations, players can
have two backpacks at the same time. Each backpack is equipped

with ammunition reserves, which can be used to restore ammunition
consumed by missed shots. Campaign: "Red Orchestra 2" Campaign
available: Campaign Time: 11hrs Campaign Size: 3 Survivor, 2 Event
and 1 Sandbox Campaign Length: 8 days Campaign Price: RULES: 1
vehicle, 1 weapon at start. Players are divided into two teams and

compete against the other team in objective-based team-shoot
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elimination match. 8 days (faster teams) or 20 days (slower teams) do
not include weekends. Weeks refer to the number of days in one

week. Day length refers to the number of 24 hour periods in one day.
Team size refers to the number of players in one team. Map refers to
the number of map variants. Vehicle refers to the number of available

vehicles. Weapons refers to the number of available
weapons/equipment. The maximum number of players, maps, vehicle

and weapons may be limited for each campaign. Maximum overall
time (8 days) is not limited, but maps have a time limit per phase and
a time limit per round. Maximum overall speed (3 days) is not limited,
but the total number of maps played is limited to 3 per day. Maximum
overall score is not limited, but 3 players per team is the maximum on

a given day. The final match is a survival match and in that case, a
certain number of rounds have to be played for each team. The final
match time limit and number of rounds are counted per player per
team. For a 12 player match, two vehicles, four weapons and eight

maps are available at the start. If the number of players exceeds the
available number, new players are merged into the team or players

leave the match. To join a tournament, the player must create a
profile and send us an email with the desired team size, map, vehicle

and weapons from the start. To join a tournament and play a
prematch, the player must sign up for a certain number of matches

per week. Please send this number to our support at our email
address: support@tripwireinteractive.com. We have started all the
players at the beginning with a single weapon and vehicle. In a 16
player match, all the players will be given the same single weapon

and vehicle.
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